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We propose a solution to the η-problem in supergravity (SUGRA) hybrid inﬂation using a Nambu–
Goldstone-like shift symmetry within a new class of models. The ﬂatness of the tree-level inﬂaton
potential is ensured by shift symmetry invariance of the Kähler potential, while a small symmetry
breaking term in the superpotential gives rise to a slope of the potential at loop-level. In the proposed
class of inﬂation models, potentially dangerous couplings between the inﬂaton and the moduli sector
are avoided. We also discuss under which conditions the predicted spectral index can be in agreement
with the best-ﬁt-value of the latest WMAP observation ns ∼ 0.96, corresponding to a hilltop-type inﬂaton
potential at loop-level.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license. 1. Introduction
Inﬂation is considered as the standard paradigm for providing
an explanation for the observed spatial ﬂatness, homogeneity and
isotropy on large scales as well as for the observed perturbations
on smaller scales [1]. From the point of view of particle physics, re-
alizing inﬂation requires an extension of the Standard Model (SM).
In order to connect inﬂation to particle physics motivated exten-
sions of the SM, for example to Grand Uniﬁed Theories (GUTs)
(see e.g. [2]) or to models towards solving the ﬂavor puzzle [3],
hybrid-type inﬂation models [4–6] are particularly suitable. Since
in general high energies close to the GUT scale are involved in
models of this type, they are typically embedded in a supersym-
metric (SUSY) framework.
However, when trying to embed F-term hybrid inﬂation (or
inﬂation in general) in local SUSY, i.e. supergravity theories, a se-
vere problem arises: A general SUGRA theory seems to almost
inevitably generate a large mass for the inﬂaton of the order of
the Hubble scale H which results in a slow-roll parameter η ∼ 1,
spoiling inﬂation. This problem is referred to as the η-problem of
SUGRA inﬂation [5,7]. Several approaches to solve it have been
discussed in the literature so far: For instance, since the ﬁelds
involved in hybrid inﬂation typically have values well below the
Planck scale MP, one can expand the Kähler potential in powers
of ﬁeld values over MP and ﬁnally adjust (tune) the expansion
parameters to protect the inﬂaton direction from obtaining large
mass corrections (see e.g. [8–10]). A different approach is to use
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Open access under CC BY license. a so-called Heisenberg symmetry [11,12], which involves the in-
ﬂaton as well as a modulus ﬁeld. Here, the ﬂatness of the inﬂaton
potential is guaranteed by the symmetry. It has been shown in [12]
how this modulus ﬁeld can be stabilized successfully during inﬂa-
tion in a novel class of models. The third approach towards solving
the η-problem is to apply a Nambu–Goldstone-like shift symme-
try [13–15] which can in principle protect the inﬂaton part of
a complex scalar ﬁeld against obtaining SUGRA mass corrections.
However, it has turned out that in conventional (“standard”) mod-
els of SUSY hybrid inﬂation [5,16], the inﬂaton direction always
develops a large tachyonic mass. To cure this instability, a coupling
between the inﬂaton and the moduli sector has been considered,
which however again leads to severe problems for realizing inﬂa-
tion as discussed in [17,18].
In this Letter we propose a new model of SUGRA hybrid in-
ﬂation where a Nambu–Goldstone-like shift symmetry is applied
to guarantee the ﬂatness of the inﬂaton potential. In contrast to
the “standard” models of hybrid inﬂation in SUGRA, our model has
the novel property of having W = 0 during inﬂation. Due to this
property, potentially dangerous couplings between the inﬂaton and
the moduli sector are absent. In addition, the problem of having a
large tachyonic mass at tree-level for the inﬂaton direction is also
cured in our model. We point out that this model forms part of
a larger class of models which have the same desirable property.
Furthermore, we note that in this class of models the right-handed
sneutrino is a natural candidate for being the inﬂaton [9].
Within the proposed class of models we address a second chal-
lenge to SUGRA models of hybrid inﬂation, namely the consistency
between the predicted spectral index and the latest WMAP re-
sults [19,20], which favor a value of ns ∼ 0.96 for small tensor-to-
scalar ratio r. In fact, “standard” SUSY hybrid inﬂation models with
ﬂat inﬂaton potential at tree-level predict a spectral index above
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WMAP, it raises the question whether a lower spectral index can
be realized. In this context, an expansion of the Kähler potential
has been considered and it has been shown that a lowering of ns
to ns ∼ 0.96 can be achieved [10,21] by a small term which, how-
ever, already introduces a curvature of the potential at tree-level.
Another possibility, pointed out in [22], is that a cosmic string
component could allow for a more blue-tilted power spectrum of
the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). Other approaches sug-
gest, e.g., to involve ﬁeld values well above the Planck-scale [23].
Here we propose and analyze a new possibility to lower the
spectral index ns in SUGRA hybrid inﬂation models based on a
new term in the Kähler potential involving the waterfall ﬁeld and
the ﬁeld which gives rise to the vacuum energy by its F-term.
While the inﬂaton potential remains ﬂat at tree-level, the new
term changes the quantum loop corrections and therefore the form
of the scalar potential. We show that without any tuning of param-
eters, the spectral index can be lowered and the WMAP best-ﬁt
value for ns can be realized.
The Letter is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe the
model given in terms of the superpotential and Kähler potential
and the chiral superﬁeld content. Additionally, the shift symme-
try in the inﬂaton sector is introduced. Section 3 is dedicated to
the investigation of the loop-corrected scalar potential and the
tree-level mass spectrum to show that all other directions in ﬁeld
space are stable during inﬂation. Section 4 contains the calculation
of observables obtained from the effective potential and ﬁnally, in
Section 5, we summarize and present our conclusions.
2. The model
To solve the η-problem in SUGRA hybrid inﬂation using a
Nambu–Goldstone-like shift symmetry, we propose the following
minimal setup described by the superpotential
W = κ S(H2 − M2)+ λ
M∗
N2H2, (1)
with N being the superﬁeld which contains the inﬂaton, and the
Kähler potential
K = |H|2 + |S|2 + 1
2
(N + N∗)2 + κH
Λ2
|H|4 + κS
Λ2
|S|4
+ κN
4Λ2
(N + N∗)4 + κSH
Λ2
|S|2|H|2 + κSN
2Λ2
|S|2(N + N∗)2
+ κHN
2Λ2
|H|2(N + N∗)2 + · · · . (2)
The gauge singlet supermultiplet N contains the slow-rolling in-
ﬂaton condensate as the pseudoscalar component which will turn
out to be a tree-level ﬂat direction. S is a static, so-called driving
ﬁeld which is ﬁxed at zero during inﬂation and only contributes
the large vacuum energy density during inﬂation by its F-term. H
is the waterfall ﬁeld which also stays at zero during inﬂation, but
gets destabilized when the inﬂaton reaches a critical value. Both S
and H are also gauge singlets in our minimal model. The form of
the superpotential is motivated by the model of [9] and the classes
of models considered in [12], where the right-handed sneutrino
has been identiﬁed as the inﬂaton ﬁeld. It has the desirable prop-
erty of having vanishing superpotential W = 0 both during and
after inﬂation, and all the derivatives vanish, except for the one
WS = 0, as we will discuss below.
As an aside, we would like to note at this point that in “con-
ventional” SUGRA models of hybrid inﬂation the superpotential
consists of only the ﬁrst term W = κ S(H2 − M2) in Eq. (1) and
the superﬁeld S contains the inﬂaton. The Kähler potential forS is chosen to be minimal, i.e. K = |S|2. Large SUGRA contribu-
tions to the inﬂaton mass get cancelled by this special choice of K ,
however not protected by a fundamental symmetry. To use a shift
symmetric Kähler potential in combination with the above super-
potential to protect the ﬂatness of the inﬂaton direction, the scalar
potential would always contain a tachyonic direction for one of the
components of the complex inﬂaton ﬁeld. One possibility to stabi-
lize it could be the introduction of a coupling to another sector
(i.e. to a modulus ﬁeld). However, as has been argued in [17], such
a coupling is very problematic for successfully realizing inﬂation.
On the contrary, the model we propose is free of these problems.
Turning to the Kähler potential, it is symmetric under the
“shift” of N by
N → N + iμ, (3)
where μ is an arbitrary dimensionful parameter. Shift symme-
try invariance of the Kähler potential requires it to be a function
K (N,N∗) = K (N + N∗).1 For generality, and since all ﬁeld values
are well below the Planck scale, we use an expansion in the ab-
solute values squared of the ﬁelds H and S and in even powers
of (N + N∗)/√2, where higher order operators are suppressed by
suitable powers of some scale Λ. The scale Λ can also be viewed
as the generation scale of the effective operators, and can well be
below the Planck scale MP.
The fact that the shift symmetry of the Kähler potential pro-
vides a solution to the η-problem in SUGRA inﬂation can be seen
by looking at the full (F-term) scalar potential given by2
VF = eK
[
K i j¯DiWD j¯W ∗ − 3|W |2
]
, (4)
where the deﬁnition
DiW := Wi + KiW (5)
has been used. The indices i, j denote different scalar ﬁelds and
the lower indices on the superpotential or Kähler potential denote
the derivatives with respect to the scalar component of the chiral
superﬁeld or their conjugate where a bar is involved. The inverse
Kähler metric is deﬁned as K i j¯ = K−1
i j¯
.
The η-problem is the tendency that in SUGRA an inﬂaton mass
of the order of the Hubble scale is typically generated, which spoils
inﬂation. Because of the shift symmetry the exponential SUGRA
contribution in Eq. (4) is independent of the imaginary part of the
N ﬁeld, identiﬁed as the inﬂaton direction. This solves the usual
η-problem in SUGRA inﬂation. In conventional hybrid inﬂation
models W = 0 during inﬂation and this can also induce a large
tachyonic mass for the inﬂaton ﬁeld at tree-level from the −3|W |2
term in Eq. (4). This problem is automatically avoided in our setup
due to the special property of having W = 0 during inﬂation. Fur-
thermore, this property also eliminates certain couplings between
the moduli sector and the inﬂaton which have turned out to be
problematic for successfully realizing inﬂation [17].
The Kähler metric is given by the second derivatives w.r.t. the
ﬁelds and their conjugates. In the limit S, H → 0, it diagonalizes
and in (H, S,N)-basis is given by
Ki j¯ = δi j¯ + diag
(
κHN
Λ2
n2R,
κSN
Λ2
n2R,6
κN
Λ2
n2R
)
. (6)
1 Shift symmetry in the context of natural inﬂation with Pseudo-Nambu–
Goldstone–Bosons has been mentioned in [24]. It also arises in string theory and
plays an important role in string inﬂation model building, as described e.g. in
Ref. [25].
2 Here we use a convention in which we set the reduced Planck mass MP  2.4×
1018 GeV to unity.
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N = (nR+ inI)/
√
2, H = (hR+ ihI)/
√
2 and S = s/√2. The shift sym-
metry, together with the form of the superpotential, protects the
imaginary part of N from obtaining any mass term at tree-level.
Finally, the shift symmetry is slightly broken by the effective
operator λM∗ N
2H2 of the superpotential in Eq. (1). While the inﬂa-
ton potential is still ﬂat at tree-level, this term gives rise to a slope
of the inﬂaton potential at loop-level, as will be discussed in Sec-
tion 3. We note that the minimal superpotential of Eq. (1) may be
justiﬁed by introducing additional symmetries and spurion ﬁelds,
as outlined in Appendix A.
We would also like to note that the above example model can
be generalized to a whole class of models, along the line of [12],
by allowing for variants of the form of the superpotential. Further-
more, a speciﬁc (shift symmetric) Kähler potential may be chosen
instead of the expansion we have used here for generality. The
main point we would like to emphasize is that in our class of
models with W = WN = 0 (but WS = 0) during inﬂation, a shift
symmetry naturally solves the η-problem, and that in the same
class of models several problems of earlier approaches, related to
tachyons or to dangerous couplings to moduli ﬁelds, are automati-
cally avoided.
3. Effective potential
The full F-term scalar potential is given by Eq. (4). In the fol-
lowing, we will assume that the ﬁelds s,hR,hI and nR have already
settled to their minima at s = hR = hI = nR = 0. This is justiﬁed be-
cause, as we will show below, the ﬁelds can easily have masses
larger than the Hubble scale H. From Eq. (6) we see that, in the
minimum, we have Ki j¯ = δi j¯ such that all ﬁelds are already canon-
ically normalized. The vacuum energy density is then given by the
(F-term) tree-level potential which reads
V tree = κ2M4  3H2, (7)
and is ﬂat in nI-direction.
Using the SuperCosmology code [26], the scalar and pseu-
doscalar mass matrices are calculated to be diagonal and the mass
spectrum is given by
m2nI = 0,
m2nR = 2κ2M4
(
1− κSN
Λ2
)
,
m2s = −
4κS
Λ2
κ2M4. (8)
The directions in ﬁeld space different from the inﬂaton are stable
provided that their masses are larger than the Hubble scale. This
requirement leads to the constraints κSN/Λ2 < 5/6 and κS/Λ2 <
−1/12.
For the fermions, we calculate the SUGRA mass matrix from
(MF)i j = eK/2
(
Wij + KijW + KiW j
+ K jWi + Ki K jW − Kkl¯ Ki jl¯DkW
)
. (9)
This is also diagonal in the minimum and has only one non-
vanishing eigenvalue during inﬂation. The fermion mass matrix
squared in (H, S,N)-basis is obtained to be
(MF)2i j = diag
(
λ2
M2∗
n4I ,0,0
)
. (10)
Since for both the scalars and pseudoscalars, as well as for
the fermions, only the waterfall sector H-components contributenI-dependent masses, we only consider their contributions to the
one-loop potential. We denote their masses by
m2S = 2κ2M2
[
x+ M2
(
1− κSH
Λ2
)
/2− 1
]
,
m2P = 2κ2M2
[
x+ M2
(
1− κSH
Λ2
)
/2+ 1
]
,
m2F = 2κ2M2x, (11)
where we have deﬁned the new variable
x ≡
(
λ
κ
)2 n4I
2(MM∗)2
. (12)
Hence, the critical value of nI at which the waterfall ﬁeld destabi-
lizes can be calculated from m2S = 0 and is given by
(
ncI
)2 = κ
λ
(MM∗)
√
2+ M2
(
κSH
Λ2
− 1
)
. (13)
The Coleman–Weinberg one-loop contribution [27] to the effec-
tive potential using the squared masses in Eq. (11) reads
V loop = 164π2
[
m4S
(
ln
m2S
Q 2
− 3
2
)
+m4P
(
ln
m2P
Q 2
− 3
2
)
− 2m4F
(
ln
m2F
Q 2
− 3
2
)]
, (14)
where Q is the renormalization scale which we ﬁx to Q =
mF/
√
x = √2κM .
The complete effective scalar potential we consider thus reads
Veff(nI) = V tree + V loop(nI). (15)
For a particular choice of parameters, we have plotted the potential
in Fig. 1. Note, that the shape of the potential is of hilltop-type,
generated purely by radiative corrections.3 In order to achieve at
least 60 e-folds of inﬂation, the initial condition for the inﬂaton
ﬁeld is that it has to start between neI , about 60 e-folds before the
end of inﬂation, and the top of the hill (i.e. the local maximum
of the potential). We note that, although certain initial conditions
have to be satisﬁed for inﬂation to start, this does not impose any
tuning since the relative amount of ﬁeld space where the initial
conditions are suitable is quite extended in our model, about 20%
(cf. Fig. 1).
4. Predictions
In order to make predictions for the observable quantities in
the CMB radiation, we have to integrate the equations of motion
(EOMs) for nI from ncI to the value n
e
I where the relevant scales
leave the horizon, i.e. about 60 e-folds before the end of inﬂation.
In slow-roll approximation, the EOMs read
3Hn˙I(t) = −V ′(nI). (16)
The slow-roll parameters are deﬁned as
	 = 1
2
(
V ′
V
)2
, η =
(
V ′′
V
)
, ξ2 =
(
V ′V ′′′
V 2
)
. (17)
3 It has recently been argued in Ref. [28] that such hilltop-type potentials can
also arise in non-supersymmetric hybrid inﬂation when the inﬂaton is coupled to
the right-handed neutrinos.
224 S. Antusch et al. / Physics Letters B 677 (2009) 221–225Fig. 1. Graphical illustration of the one-loop effective potential for nI with typi-
cal values of the ﬁeld 60 e-folds before the end of inﬂation neI and at the critical
value ncI where inﬂation ends. The parameter choice in this example was κ = 0.12,
λ = 0.1, (κSHM2P/Λ2) = 40 and M = 0.0027MP.
Fig. 2. Observables ns and r for λ = 0.1 and κ = 0.14 (full line), κ = 0.12
(dashed line), κ = 0.1 (dotted dashed line), κ = 0.08 (dotted line) depending on
(κSHM2P/Λ
2). The shaded region in the ﬁrst plot highlights the latest WMAP 1σ -
range of the spectral index.
In terms of the slow-roll parameters, the scalar spectral index ns,
the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and the running of the scalar spectral
index dns/d lnk are given by
ns  1− 6	 + 2η, r  16	,
dns  16	η − 24	2 − 2ξ2. (18)
d lnkFig. 3. Running of the spectral index dns/d lnk and the scale M for the same choice
of parameters as in Fig. 2.
In addition, the amplitude of the curvature perturbations can be
obtained from
P1/2R =
1
2
√
3π
V 3/2
|V ′| , (19)
where in our case V = Veff from Eq. (15). All of the above quan-
tities have to be evaluated at the ﬁeld value neI , about 60 e-folds
before the end of inﬂation. The scale M is normalized to ﬁt the
observation of the amplitude (19), which at 68% CL is measured to
be P1/2R  (5.0 ± 0.1) × 10−5. Fixing the parameters M∗ = MP = 1
and Q as above, we vary κSH for different values of κ while keep-
ing ﬁxed λ = 0.1. The results for the observables calculated in this
way are displayed in Figs. 2 and 3.
Note, that for a relatively wide and generic range of the pa-
rameter κSH , the predicted spectral index ns lies within the 1σ -
range ns = 0.960+0.014−0.013 as taken from the latest WMAP data [19,
20]. The tensor-to-scalar ratio is very small r ∼ O(10−5) as typical
for hybrid and small-ﬁeld models of inﬂation and easily satisﬁes
the observational upper bound r < 0.2 (95% CL). For a running of
the spectral index, the current observational evidence is still not
considered as signiﬁcant, dns/d lnk = −0.032+0.021−0.020 (68% CL). Our
prediction dns/d lnk ∼ O(±10−4) does not lie within this range,
which we do not consider as a problem for our model due to
the low accuracy of the measurement. We note that the scale
M obtained from the COBE-normalization for the amplitude of
the power spectrum predicts 〈H〉 ∼ O(10−3MP), close to the GUT
scale. In this simplest type of effective single-ﬁeld model, we do
not expect large non-Gaussianities.
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Superﬁeld content and imposed symmetries.
H S N X Y Z
Z2 − + − + + +
Z4 0 2 0 1 1 0
Z6 2 0 1 4 0 5
R 1/2 0 0 0 1/2 0
5. Summary and conclusions
In this Letter, we have proposed a solution to the η-problem in
supergravity (SUGRA) hybrid inﬂation using a Nambu–Goldstone-
like shift symmetry within a new class of models (see Eqs. (1), (2)
and generalizations discussed in the text). The ﬂatness of the tree-
level inﬂaton potential is ensured by shift symmetry invariance of
the Kähler potential, while a small symmetry breaking term in the
superpotential gives rise to a slope of the potential at loop-level.
Due to the special property of the class of models that during in-
ﬂation W = WN = 0, with N being the superﬁeld which contains
the inﬂaton, the appearance of tachyonic directions in the inﬂaton
potential is avoided and certain dangerous couplings between the
moduli sector and the inﬂaton are eliminated. The right-handed
sneutrino provides an interesting particle physics candidate for be-
ing the inﬂaton. We have furthermore proposed a new possibility
to lower the spectral index ns in SUGRA hybrid inﬂation models
based on a new term in the Kähler potential involving the water-
fall ﬁeld and the ﬁeld which gives rise to the vacuum energy by its
F-term. While the inﬂaton potential remains ﬂat at tree-level, the
new term changes the quantum loop corrections and therefore the
form of the scalar potential can become of hilltop-type. This leads
to a reduced ns compared to the generic prediction of ns  0.98
in “conventional” SUSY models of hybrid inﬂation. We have shown
that with the new term in the Kähler potential the spectral index
can be lowered without any tuning of parameters and the WMAP
best-ﬁt value ns ∼ 0.96 can be realized.
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Appendix A. Symmetries and the form of the superpotential
In this appendix we would like to outline how the simple su-
perpotential and Kähler potential of Eqs. (1) and (2) could be
realized in an explicit model and, in particular, how additional un-
wanted terms (for instance a superpotential term ∼ N2) can be
avoided.
We therefore assume three additional superﬁelds X , Y and Z
which are heavy and, at the time of inﬂation, have already acquired
VEVs in their bosonic components. We next impose the discrete
symmetries Z2, Z4, Z6 as well as an R-symmetry under which the
superpotential carries charge 1. The ﬁeld content of the toy model
(which should be understood as a “proof of existence” only) to-
gether with the assigned charges are displayed in Table 1.With these symmetries, the following terms in the superpo-
tential (up to operators of dimension 6) and Kähler potential are
allowed:
W = S(H2〈X〉2 − 〈Y 〉2)+ N2H2 + 〈Y 〉2S3, (A.1)
K = (N〈Z〉 + N∗〈Z〉∗)2 + · · · . (A.2)
Since we have assumed the ﬁelds X , Y and Z as heavy and al-
ready at their minima, we can neglect them for the dynamics of
inﬂation and just insert their VEVs. Realizing that for a given com-
plex (spatially constant) VEV 〈Z〉 we can always perform global
phase redeﬁnitions of the ﬁelds to make 〈Z〉 real, we see that we
recover the simple superpotential and Kähler potential of Eqs. (1)
and (2), apart from the additional operator 〈Y 〉2S3. Since S = 0
during inﬂation, however, this term has no effect on the inﬂation-
ary dynamics.
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